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Very good presentation, one of the best I have participated in.
Anita Rempel
Very interesting, kept the presentation fun and interesting, always in control of the group.
The presentation was a definite asset to help us analyze the people we deal with and have
a better working relationship. Thank you
Found the information you presented very eye opening to me as a person. I look forward
to putting into action the enlightened information giving me a new prospective on my job
and personal life – Thanks
Brian Karim

Great presentation, it is a personal challenge to analyze our self in our environment.
Thanks for making it easier
Al Jevry
Great visuals on synergy. Powerful tool to establish relationships with everyone you
encounter. Fred’s level of intensity presenting his material showed how consistent
strategy can change behavior
Adina Rothenberg
Great activity and participation level – I believe that the direct involvement helps to
cement the information and makes it easier to apply in real life. I learned about myself
and thought that some people were being rude at times – I realize now that those people
are dealing with their own stresses in their own way and it is not about me. I feel better
already.
Tracey Greenwood

Entertaining and presented at the right pace. Not too much too fast where information is
missed, nut fast enough so interest of participants is held throughout.

Very informative – helps with being able to deal with people and challenging different
things of your personality to be more effective in the workplace
Lima

I believe I can make a difference in my personal and working relationships from your
leadership for life strategies. I truly want to be positive and effective. What I learned
today is extremely effective.
Carolyn

Make the presentation longer – very interesting and insightful!
Sandy

Helped with understanding personalities and characteristics of my colleagues and clients
Dave T.
Opened my eyes and made my senses more keen in dealing with different personalities.
More insight into myself
Great presentation, learned a lot about personalities and how to work with those
personalities
Angela
Passion is important
Frankie Lee

Motivating and helpful
Very interactive and entertaining and educational. I hope to apply these principles
professionally.
Brenda
Great session. Useful information I will definitely be able to apply in my job and
personal life.
Kambi
Great eye opener to simplify daily interactions with people. I know I will create less
stress on myself with this information

Great!! A lot of common sense observations
Tom Tosor
Excellent program. Very beneficial. Need more of this periodically
Asif Nazarali
Fabulous presentation, very powerful, relevant, huge insight into what makes people tick.
Improved my effectiveness and impact.
Teresa Wiens
Excellent dynamics. Good thought provoking comments. Well presented. Food to
change my views. For sure opened my mind to realize what affects me and my ability to
interact with clients/family.
Barney Gama

Excellent discussion and interaction. Interaction and useful fun!
C. Gary

